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December 2002 Vol 43 NEWS M any professional astronomers in the UK will have fond memories of the Junior Astronomical Society (JAS) which may have fostered their early interest in astronomy. Perhaps you first learned to find your way round the sky from the pages of The Junior Astronomer (which in later volumes became Hermes and is now Popular Astronomy).
The JAS was formed in 1953 by a few members of the BAA (including Patrick Moore) who thought the BAA was not properly catering for young enthusiasts. The Society flourished and within a year had 230 members. In 2002 there are over 2500 members with nine separate sections catering for all interests.
The society has always had a close relationship with professional astronomers, who have supported its activities in numerous ways. Patrons have included three astronomers royal (Martin Ryle, Francis Graham-Smith and Arnold Wolfendale). In 1973 the tradition of appointing a professional astronomer as Society president was started. Ian Roxburgh was the first of 14 professional astronomers who have held this post and is the only one so far to have been president twice. I think this has been a successful way of keeping the Society in touch with current developments in the subject, ensuring a steady stream of good speakers at meetings as each president calls on their colleagues for support.
The success at the start was due to the energy and dedication of a small number of people, notably Eric Turner who was not only one of the founders but also acted as co-ordinator, treasurer, president and editor, retiring after 14 years as secretary in 1967. Twenty years after its formation Eric Turner wrote, "I note with amusement the periodic cry for a change in title because the word Junior puts people off", but it was not until 1994 that the Society changed its name to the Society for Popular Astronomy.
Robin Scagell (current Vice President) joined the JAS in 1962 and remembers that the subscription plus enrolment fee was then the equivalent of 55p; this compared with the cost of Norton's Star Atlas, 87.5p. Today the society subscription is £12 and the paperback version of Norton (edited by another JAS stalwart, Ian Ridpath) can be obtained for £18.50, so the proportional costs are much the same and are still affordable for most people.
There will be many special events in 2003 to celebrate the Golden Jubilee of the SPA, including a reception after the meeting on 25 January. You will find details of these on the web page www .popastro.com. The Society would also be delighted to hear from any "old" members who would like to renew their association or would like to share their memories with the members of today.
A s UK adhering organization to the International Astronomical Union, the RAS can invite qualified scientists to participate in the IAU General Assembly (GA), on behalf of the President of the IAU; can propose new individual members; and can submit resolutions.
General information on the scientific programme and practical arrangements for the GA appeared in IAU Information Bulletin 91 (distributed to all IAU members and available for download as a 944k pdf file on the RAS web page), and is also available at the IAU website.
Participation in IAU General Assemblies is, in principle, upon the invitation of the IAU President and automatically applies to all IAU members. Adhering organizations may extend the invitation to qualified non-member scientists within the territory they represent. Please note that such invitations imply no financial commitment by the IAU or the RAS, although a number of travel grants will be awarded (procedures were explained, and an application form enclosed, in Information Bulletin 91).
Prospective participants are asked to notify the RAS Executive Secretary of their intention to attend the 25th General Assembly by 14 April 2003 so that a consolidated list can be sent to the IAU.
The admission of new individual members of the Union is an important part of IAU GAs. New individual members are admitted by the Executive Committee on the proposal of the adhering organization (the RAS) for those who are longterm residents in, though not necessarily citizens of, the UK). Applications for IAU membership should be submitted, on the appropriate form (11k pdf on the RAS web page), to: The Executive Secretary, Royal Astronomical Society, Burlington House, Piccadilly, London W1J 0BQ, or fax 020 7494 0166, to arrive by 30 January 2003. Proposers must be IAU members and should normally be Fellows of the RAS, although this is not mandatory.
Proposals for resolutions to be considered at the GA may also be submitted to the Executive Secretary. Resolutions without budgetary implications should use the form (40k pdf) on the RAS web page; deadline for receipt at Burlington House is 2 January 2003. Note that the deadlines for receipt at Burlington House differ from those printed on the IAU forms.
Please address any queries to the Executive Secretary.
Golden Jubilee of the Society for Popular Astronomy
Margaret Penston, President of the SPA, celebrates 50 years of success, both as today's thriving astronomical society and in its former incarnation as the Junior Astronomical Society. J asper Wall took over the role of Chair of the A&G Editorial Board in 1999, bringing to the job his enthusiasm and wide experience of the astronomical world. He took over from Althea Wilkinson, the first Chair, and built on the solid foundations that she had established. Jasper had supported A&G since its inception in 1997 and, when the opportunity arose, he put this support into practice with considerable flair.
He was a Chair with strong ideas about the directions in which A&G should move, and was ready and willing to give it the necessary nudges.
Jasper has now moved back to Canada, to British Columbia, where he is continuing his research (and continuing to support A&G). I am very grateful to him for his solid presence and good advice during his time in the hot seat.
Jasper has handed over responsibility for A&G to Ian Howarth, who joins me in wishing him well. S mart optics is no longer just a matter of correcting for atmospheric turbulence: the field offers much to research in space science and those working in smart optics, in turn, want to discuss ways forward in this lively field.
"Space science meets smart optics" will be held at UCL on 27 January next year, starting at 10 a.m. There will be talks about science needs and some basics on smart optics, but there will also then be time to bat some ideas around. The hope here is really to break down some barriers and if necessary provide a road-map for getting some of these technologies "out there". There's potential for a real step-change in how things are done.
The meeting is sponsored by PPARC through its Smart Optics Faraday Partnership programme, and by EPSRC and the DTI.
Interested parties should contact sjw@mssl.ucl.ac.uk or fax 01483 278312.
